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This i nvest"gat i on was to determine "f an ap!>l i cant's
sex and the job 's sex or i entat ion stereotypes affected the
evaluat ion of appl i cant information and subsequent select i on
dec i s ion outcomes.

Interviewers (N-48) were asked to rate

the employment su itabil i ty of 49 hypothetical applicants.
The results "ndicated that an i nteraction o f the

a~plicant's

sex and job's sex orientation had a marg i nal affect on the
importance we i ghtings in two of the four appl i cant attribute
factors. motivation/ability and personality/appearance.
Applicants with equiva l ent qualif i cat ions did no t rece i ve
comparable employme t suitabil i ty rat i ngs.

Unfa i r job

d i scrim i nat iol1 was demonstrated by these data.

It was

concla ded that the appl i cant's sex and the job's sex or i entat i on stereotyPes affected the evalu ation of applicant
attribute i nformation and subsequent selection suitability
rating~ .

Future research advocating a process orientation

is suggested.
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with the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 the
Federal government had taken its first definitive action
to requ i re equal treatment of all individuals in matters
of employment regardless of their race, religion, sex or
national origin.

This equality of treatment extends to

all forms of personnel decisions (e.g., recruitment,
selection, promotion, termination, etc.).
Recently, research has focused on unfair job discrimination based on applicant sex.

When persons of

equal qualifications have unequal probabilities of
selection, promotion, etc., then one has demonstrated
a case of unfair job discrimination (Guion, 1966).
other words, men a n

In

women with equivalent application

and background credentials may not necess ~~ ily have
equal chances of being selected.

One issue Which may

serve to partially explain Why capable individuals are
being denieo access to employment may be found in the
affect that stereotypes have on personnel decisions
(Dipboye, Arvey & Terpstr a , 1 977; Rosen & Jerdee, 1 974a;
Shaw, 1 972).
Mayfield and Carlson (1966) and Webster ( 1 964)
conceptualize the decision process in personnel selection
1
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as a matching process between a stereotyped "ideal" candidate and men and women applicants.

They refer to stereo-

types as a way to collectively represent sets of requirements which are used in the evaluation of applicants.
Schein (1973) explains that a stereotype represents a
normative expectation on the part of the decision maker as
to how a person, place or thing should be.

Stereotypes

may emerge via social learning. as a result of experience
or by the operation of .ome purely cognitive. information
proces.ing mechanism (London

&

Poplawski, 1976).

Little

is known about stereotype formation and even less is
known about how stereotypes affect personnel decisions
(Ilgen & Terborg, 1975: Rosen & Jerdee, 1975a: Schein,
1973).
Overview
The bulk of the literature concerning stereotypes
and their affect on personnel decisions has concentrated
on the outcome of the personnel decision process.

Re-

searchers invite subjects to make decisions based on
their own impressions and evaluations vf applicant information.

Differences in personnel decisions on the

basis of sex are assumed to be a function of stereotypes.
The stereotypes typically investigated include applicant
sex stereotypes and job stereotypes (Cohen & Bunker, 1975,
Dipboye , Fromkin & Wiback, 1975).

Applicant sex stereo-
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types refer to a set of normative expe ctations which differe ntiate male and f emal e applicants.

Applicant sex stereo-

types often depict ma le appl i cants as be i ng ambitious, forceful, aggr e ss i ve, self-c onfident and object i ve.

Female appli-

cants are de p icted as being creative, intuitive, modest,
helpful and neat (Schein, 1975).

Job stereotypes refer

to the sex typing of a position.

Schein (1973) describes

a position as sex typed when a majority of its incumbents
are of a single sex and when there is an associated normative expectation that this is as it should be.

A welder's

job may be thought of as an example of a male sex "typed"
position and a nurse's posit i on as an example of a female
sex "typed" job.
In the following discussion the initial focus is on
sex stereotypes both of the applicant and the job and how
these stereotypes result in unfair discrimination in personnel selection decisions.

The second section will pre-

s e nt an alternative research strategy to the decision
outcome a p proach, the decision EFocess approach.

The

relative contributions of the existing outcome approach
and the proposed process approach will be discussed.
Research which contributes to a process understanding of
the stereotype effect is presented.

The final section of

this discussion will summarize the literature from both the
outcome and process approaches to the investigation of the

4

stereotype effect in personnel select ion decisions.

Th i s

sect ion wi ll suggest future directions wh i ch researchers
might take in order to add to our present understanding.
Personnel Decisions Affected by Stereotype Bias
Although our primary concern is with the affect of
stereotypes on selection decisions, stereotypic bias has been
identified in an array of other personnel decisions: supe r visory performance evaluations (Rosen & Jerdee, 1973: 1974b),
comp ensation determinations (Terborg & I1gen, 1975), and
grievance evaluations (Rosen & Jerdee, 1975b).

Without

exception each investigator discussed in this section assumed
that stereotypes did exist and attributed the differential
treatment of men and women in personnel matters to the influence of these stereotypes.

Subjects are given applicant in-

formation, asked to int e rpret it, and finally to arrive at
some decision concerning the applicant's employment suitability.
Shaw (1972) conceptualized the selection process as a
search for "negative" traits that, in an employment context,
would have a differential impact on an interviewer's perception of the applicants' qualifications.

The sex of the

applicant was found to be responsible for the differential
hiring rates among applicants.

When the applicant was female,

interviewers rated the applicant as less acceptable for
selection when compared to a male applicant with comparable
qualifications.

In the case of an applicant trait Ruch as

5

sex there seems to exist a differential effect which may
have

a~

its basis the applicant's perceived qualifications

rather than actual qualifications.
Rosen and Jerdee (1974a) see unfair discriminatory
decisions against women being based in a set of stereotypic
attitudes which depict women as being limited in the toughness, stability, creativity and judgment required to meet
the demands of high level managerial positions.

They reason

that as jobs become more demanding the effect of sex stereotypes should become more evident by the decreased selection
rates of women for these positions.

It was hypothesized that

as positions became more demanding, females, because of
stereotypic expectations of their behavior, are perceived
as less qualified and are therefore selected less often than
male applicants with comparable qualifications.

Results

indicated that women were rejected more often than men
regardless of the situational demands of the job.

However,

rejection of the female applicant was more probable when the
position was more demanding, thus lending suppcrt to Rosen
and Jerdee's hypothesis.
Cohen and Bunker (1975) work from the premise that
unfair discrimination in selection could be a function of
both appli.cant sex stereotypes and job stereotypes.

Schein

(1973) expressed this same sentiment but Cohen and Bunker
were the first to investigate the relevance of allegedly sex
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typed occupations to personnel selection decisions.

Their

results indicate that applicant selectabi.lity ratings were
not significantly affected by either the applicant's sex or
the job's sex orientation:
action of those two factors.

they were affected by an interThe female applicants were

disproportionately more acceptable for the female sex oriented
position than they were for the female oriented position.

It

seems that unfair discrimination can be just as prevalent
for male applicants as it is for female applicants.

The

perceived sex orientation of the position interacting with
the sex stereotype of the applicant will result in unfair job
discrimination for applicants of either sex.
Dipboye, Wlback and Fromkin (1975) and Dipboye, Arvey
and Terpstra (1977) concern themselves with rater characteristics while investig ting the effects of stereotypes on
selection decisions.

Dipboye et al. (1975)

~ound

that college

students and professional interviewers unfairly discriminated
among applicants for managerial positions on the basis of the
applicant's sex and attractiveness.

Students tended to

rate all applicants more favorably.

It seems that the train-

ing and experience of professional interviewers did not
reduce their tendancy to unfairly discriminate on the basis
of applicant sex and attractiveness.

In a later study,

Dipboye et al. (1977) found that male and female raters were
equally discriminatory in the ;'.r selection decisions.

One may
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in fer th at male and female raters possess similar sex role
st ereotypes and require similar applicant characterist ics
s ince their actual selection decisions were equivalent .
Women, as indicated by Dipboye et al.

(1977), are just as

biased as men when makjng selection decisions.

This would

suggest that the placement of more women into positions where
they conduct interviews and make employment decisions may not
elim i nate bias in the selection process.
As a summary of the literature pertaining to the effects
of stereotypes on selection, it has been demonstrated that
job demand requirements and the sex orientation or "type"
of the target position interact with applicant sex stereotypes reducing selection probabilities for sex role incongruent
applicants.

The affect of sex stereotypes on decisions are

consistant with interviewers of either sex:
~ally

that is, they are

discriminatory in their s e lection decisions.

Finally,

experience and training of professional interviewers appears
to have little affect on their tendency to unfairly discriminate on the basis of applicant sex.
A problem inherent in the above research which rev i ews
decision outcomes formulates the question of whether stereotypes affect the decision during the percept i on of the applicant's qualifications or whether or not the identically perceived applicant's qualifications were subsequently differentially evaluated 0 :.: weighted?

Are equally quali fied appl i cants
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reall y equ ivalent?

Does t he BA degree in bu siness mean the

same fo r men and women?

This perception and evaluation of

applicant qu ali fi cations is perhaps the cnlX of the problem
in i nvestigating the affect of stereotypes in personnel
decisions (Schein, 1978).

We understand that stereotypes do

affect personnel decisions yet we do not fully understand how
and where this effect is manifest.
A Process Approach to Stereotype Investigation
A significant problem in the literature concerning the
effect of stereotypes on personnel decisions has been the
general lack of organization in the research efforts of
investigators (Schmitt, 1976).

Schmitt (1976) presents the

most comprehensive review of the literature pertaining to the
social and situational determinants of interview decisions.
The negative effect of stereotypes has been documented in an
array of personnel decisions, but research directed toward
a process understanding of this effect has been very limited.
The absence of th i s reasonable extension of research seems to
be indicative of t he genera i lack of organization in the sex
stereotype literature .

It is partly th i s reason wh ich has

led to th e p roposal of a personnel dec i s ion process model.
Impression
Impression
Applicant --..........~. Formation ----a.Evaluation - - _.... Decision
This personnel decision process model can be thought of
as consisting of three phases:

the interviewer's a pp li.c ant

Impression F~rmat i o n (IF) ~h ase ,
(IE ) phase a nd th e Deci s ion phase .

he Imp ress '~n Eva J u a t i o n
The IF phas e repre se nts

the point in time in the decision process when an intervlewe ' s
perception of applican t

informat ion resu lts in the fo rmat ion

of an app licant impress 'on .

This perception of applicant

qualifications is intimately related to the activ ity engaged
in the collection and compilation of applicant 'nformation .
This acti vity could include various data gathering techniques
from resume reviews to elaborate assessment center activities.
The expressed purpose of this phase is to compile applicant
data into the form of a distinct applicant impression.

The

IE phase encompasses the integrative and predictive function
of this model.

This phase can be represented by an inter-

viewer's clinical integration of applicant data or by some
actuarial mod e o f prediction, such as a regression analysis.
The L~?Ortant distinct i on between the IE and IF phases is
that the IE phase deals with the evaluat i on and interpretation
of a p plicant i nformation rather than simply perceiving th i s
i nformation.

The f i nal phase, the Decision phase, re p resents

an operational extension of the IE phase.

It seems unlikely

that if an applicant were predicted to be unsuccessful at a
job that the applicant would be selected.

However, there

may be some instances (i.e. affirmative action quotas, consent
decree rulings, etc.) where the "best" person may not receive
the most favorable selection decision.

In o rder to facilitate
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the organization of the literature in a more par s imo n i ous
a nd heuristic manner and to reflect the lack o f an organized
body of literature investigating the link between the IE
phase and the Decision phase. the decision process model
proposed collapses these two phases.

In the course of

future research it may be advantageous to expand this decision
process model to its original form.
A question which may be asked is what purpose will a
decision model serve in the study of stereotype effects?
There is a two part response to this question.

First. this

model will aid in the investigation of stereotypes by helping
to classify the literature according to what phase or phases
of the model have been investigated.

Second. this model

directs our attention to the process of a decision rather
than the decision as a n end in itself.

As we begin to under-

stand how selection decisions are made we mav begin to
understand how stereotypes affect that process and only then
how stereotypes affect decision outcomes.
Similarities of perceptions by raters of applicants and
job stereotypes.

The studies in this section are concerned

with the first phase of the personnel decision process model.
the Impression Formation phase. where applicant characteristics
are perceived.

This research deals with the stereotypic

resemblance of men. women and middle managers.
Schein (1973) proposed that sex role stereotypes may

1)

im ede the progress of women into managemen t
creat i on of an occupational sex "typing ."
as a

through the

In other words ,

os i t ion is populated by members of one sex and as

peop le begin to believe that th is j s the wa y i t should be,
then one runs the risk of excluding qual ified p ersons on the
basis of an expectation which mayor may not be valid.
Schein's (1973) study compares male managerial decis i on maker's
stereotypic perceptions of men, women, and successful middle
managers.

Results indicated that there was a large and

s i gnificant intrac1ass correlation between the subjects'
descriptive ratings of hypothetical men and managers (r' = .62),
and there was a nonsignificant correlation of ratings between
hypothetical women and managers.

These results tend to

confirm the proposition that successful middle managers are
perceived, at least by males, to possess those characteristics
which are more commonly ascribed to men than to women.

To

the extent that any job takes on a male or female sex "type,"
that j ob perception plus the bias interjected via sex role
stereotypes could result in 'lnfair discrimination against
applicants of either sex.
Schein (1975) in a replication o f her 197 3 study utilized
a sample of female middle managers .

The sample from her 1973

study had been composed entirely of male middle managers .
This study was conducted in order to determine whether female
middle managers perceived men, women, and successful middle
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managers any diffe rentl y than did ma l e middle managers .

Re su l ts

i ndica t ed that there was a sign i ficant i ntraclass correlat i on

=

between t he descriptive rating of managers and men (r'

.54),

and there was also a sig n ificant correlat ion between the
descri ptive ratings of managers and women (r' = .30).

The

degree of resemblance between managers and women was significantly less, however, than the resemblance between managers
and men.

Schein interpreted these results as supporting her

hypothesis that successful middle managers are perceived to
possess tr.ose characteristics, attributes, and temperaments
more commonly associated with men than women--regardless of
the sex of the perceiver.

To the extent that this association

between sex role stereotypes and requisite sex "typed"
management characteristics foster a view of women as being
less qualified than men for managerial positions, male
managers and also female managers would be inclined to make
selection, promotion, and placement decisions biased against
women.

Schein recognizes the importance of the raters'

applicant

imp~ession

decision process.

formation to the entire personnel

Her findings indicate that both male and

female raters have similar impressions of men and women .
Male and female raters perceive a high degree of resemblance
between men and successful middle managers and a lower
degree of resemblance between women and successful middle
managers.

The perception of applicant

qualifica~ions

is

J3

e s se nt iall y equ ' va lent

fo r male an d f emale i n t erv i ewers.

Ap pl i cant impr es s i ons f ormed i n t he i n i t' a l st age of t he
decis i on p rocess a re s imi lar fo r both men and women raters.
The questions which still exist i n regard to dec i s i on outcomes are do dif f erent i al decis i on outcomes result from
differential applicant percept i ons, from the differential
evaluatio n of similar applicant perceptions, or from a
combination of differential perceptions and differential
evaluations of applicant qualifications?
Applicant attribute identification and evaluation.

The

stud i es in this section are concerned with the second phase
of the personnel decision process model, the Impression
Evaluation phase, where applicant characteristics are evaluated.
The studies in this section investigate the importance or
the weight i ng of various applicant characteristics as the y
are related to selectability.
Cecil, Paul and Olins (1973) recognized that there was
l ittle systematic research directed toward the identif i cation
o f attributes which wer

expected of applicants.

These

researchers were i nterested in identify i ng those qualit i e s
wh i ch are perceived by raters to be important in the evaluat i o n
o f potentia l emp loyees.

The purpose of th i s study was to

i dentify the attributes perceived to be of importance in t he
selec t i on process of male and female applicants.
F ifty i t ems , ident i fied as being most frequently us ed
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t o eva l ua t e j ob a p l i cant s, were evalu ated to dete rm ine their
importance i n s e lec t i on.

Ana ys i.s

importance rat i ngs

0 f

associated wi t h e ch of the fifty app i cant evaluation it ems
indicated that t he it ems clustered into four factors which
roughly translate 'nto (a ) a mot i vation / ab i litv factor,
(b) a personality/appearance factor,

(c) an int erpersonal

relations f actor an d (d) a skill/ education f ac t or.
et al .

Cecil

(197 3 ) ass ert that t he motivation/abil i ty and inter-

person 3 1 relations factors were more important in the select i on of ma le applicants and the personality/appearance and
sk '] l /educa t ion factors were more important in the selection
of female appl'cants (i.e. d if ferences

'n select ion result

from the differential we 'ghting of the applicant factors
rather than fr om their perception).

When evaluated, equivalent

a p plicant attributes may b e differentially weighted as a
fu nct ' on of the ~ex of t he appl i cant be i ng considered.

That

is, certain variables used i n the assessment process may be
perceived to be differentially .i mportant depending on the
sex of th e applicant being c o ns i dered.

Cecil et al.

(197 3 )

propose tha t a male a nd female applicant wi th equ i va l ent
ratings on the four appl ic ant attribute factors

(i, e.

attribu tes which are perceived i dentically) wi ll not be
evaluated as being equivalent by the raters insofar as predicted performance is concerned.

The male applicant will be

evaluated primaril y i n t erms of h i s motivat ion/ability a nd

15
i~terpe rsonal

re l at ion~

and t e fema e ap li c a nt wi l l b e

eva l uate d i n terms of h e r

e r on aljty/appe arance and s kil l /

educ a t 'on a tt r ibutes .
Ce ci l e t al .

( 19 7 3 ), wi t h rega r d t o t he pe rsonne l d e -

cis i on p rocess model, r e pre s ents a notewo rth y e f fort t o investig ate the i nter- r elationsh i p bet ween the applicant's sex,
a pplicant information, and the d i fferential evaluation of that
i nformation.
study:

Two usefu l po i nts were established by this

(a) key appl i cant attribute factors which appear to

form tl,a basis of app l i cant perceptions were derived and (b)
these factors were proposed to be differentially important
depending on the sex of the applicant being evaluated.
This section o f this discussion focuses on a study conducted by Cohen and BunKer (1975).
discussed in a p r i or section,

Though this study was

'ts unique design and analysis

set it apart from the decision outcome studies and warrant
'ts discussion in greater leng th as a dec i sion process invest i g a t i on.
Cohen and Bunker (1975) demonst r ated that hir i ng decisions
were af f ected b y the interaction of the a p p licant's sex and
the j ob's sex orientation.

A rater's perception of t h e

a pplicant's attributes as measured b y a semantic differential
was not affected by the job's sex orientat i on.

The rater's

perception of t he a p plicant's attributes was affected by the
appl i cant's s e x .

The f emale a ppl i cant was described as be'ng
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s igni f icantly more confident, consistant, friendly, interest ing and wiser th an the male a pp l icant.

~ere

was on ly

one significant applicant's sex hy job's sex orientation
interaction effect, the male applicant applying for the
female oriented position and the female applicant applying
for the male oriented position were described as being more
competitive than those applicants applying for positions
Which were consistant with their sex roles.
These results indicate that raters did perceive differences between male and female applicants on the basis of
interaction between the applicant's sex and the job's sex
orientation, and the hiring decisions were influenced by this
interaction.

In an attempt to more precisely delineate the

relationship between these differential perceptions of applicants and the hiring dec· s ions criterion, analyses were perform~d

on all semantic differential

decision as the dependent measure.

it~ns

using

~he

hiring

By collapsing the exper-

imental conditions it was possible to identify those attributes Which were related to success for the sex congruent and
sex incongruent applicant.

Their l:'esults indicated that

individuals applying for a sex role inconsistant position
must be perceived to be more qualified in a task-oriented
sense to be hired than those applying for a position Which
would be sex role consistant.

This task orientation is

illustrated by applicant traits SOlch as competitive, competant
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and e x pe r i enced.

Cohen and Bu nker de5cribe the s e signif i cant

r o l e incongruent a pp licant t raits as re p r e sen at i ve o f a
"knowledge , abilit y and amb ition" factor.

A review of the

signi fic ant att r ibutions of the role congruent a pplicant
reflects a "warmth, likeability and reliability" factor,
perhaps more indicative of a socio-emotional orientation.
Stereotypes are responsible for differential impressions
of a p plicant attributes and this different i ation is reflected
ih an unfair discrimination for both men and women.

A problem

which existo in this investigation, as it has in the investigations discussed before the presentation of the decision
process model, pertains to the linking of applicant information
to a differential decision outcome.

In each case applicant

information was "equal" with an exception of the applicant's
sex.

It has been prop osed by Shaw (1972) and others that the

sex of the applicant may enter into the decision process as
a negative trait that alters the very perception of an applicant's actual qualifications.

Cohen and Bunker (1975) with

their semantic cifferentia1 measures have demonstrated that
those differential impressions based on the applicant's sex
do indeed exist.

If as the results suggest, the f emale

applicant was perceived as being more confident, consistant,
friendly, etc., why was she not consistantly hired over the
male candidate?

Perhaps the evaluation of those impressions,

as distinct from the mere perception of these impr~ssions,

J8

may p rov ide some in sigh
dec i s ions.

i nto the resulting differe ntial

The perception and evaluation of app1ic nt quali-

ficat ions have always been treated as a single step in the
decision process.

Perhaps by i nvest i gat i ng both the p ercep-

tion and the evaluation of applicant qualifications as they
are related to selection decisions, we will gain a better
understanding of the mechanism by wh i ch bias is introduced
through stereotyping.
The problematic question which is the focus of this
investigation asks:

does the importance or evaluation of (as

distinct from the mere perception of) applicant attributes
vary as a function of the applicant's sex and/or job's sex
orientation, and if so do these differences bias selection
decision outcomes?

In order to investigate this problem

it becomes necessary to define what applicant attributes
are generally important in selection.
Cohen and Bunker (1975) and Cecil, Paul and Olins (1973)
both represent studies wh i ch have identified factors which
are of major importance ...!: en evaluating job applicants.
Further, both studies indicate that the perceived importance
of these applicant attributes is mediated by conditions in
the selection situation.

Cecil et a1.

(1973) propose that

the sex of the applicant is largely responsible for the
differences in the importance of factors used in the evaluation
of applicants.

They identify four factors which may be differ-
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entiall y c r 'tical ' n th e eva l u at i on of ma l e a nd fe ma l e appl i ca n t s .

It i s t h eir c on tent i o n th at whe n a rna e applic an t

is

being e val u at ed f o r sele ction, the applicant's attributes o f
motivation / abilj t y and in t erpersonal rela tions are mos t
important.

When a female is evaluated for selection, the

app licant's attributes of skill/educat i on and personality/
appearance are most impor tant.

These relationship s, between

the sex o f the app licant and the importance of the attribute
factors, h old, the authors argue, regardless of the sex orientat i on of the target position.

Cohen and Bunker ( 1975), on

the other hand, contend that the sex of the applicant and the
j ob's sex orientation are conjun c tively r esponsible for the
dif f erent i al h i r i ng rate among men and women .

Cohen and

Bunker report that applicants for sex congruent positions
met wi th great e

s uccess if they were p erce i ved to display a

"warmth : l i keab i l i ty and reliability" factor.

Success among

the applicant for the sex incongruent pos i tion was related
to t he display of a "knowledge, ability and amb i tion" facto r .
In sum i t can be sa i d that s ome i mportant appl ic an t
t tribu te f act ors i n the select i on p rocess have b e en i dent i fi ed by b oth Cec il et a1.

(l97 3 ) and Cohen and Bunke r

(J97 5 ).

There is some agreement i n the ident i f i cation of appl i can t
attributes in b oth o f these i nvestigat i ons.

The importance

o f t he s e appl i can t at t r ibutes to select i on app a r ent ly v ar i es
d e end i ng on t h e app lic a r.l sex and /or j o b sex o r i en t a t i on .
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I n regar d to the personn e l decision p rocess model , the
discrepant f inding s of these two stu d ies onl y reinforces
the need to investigate the development of a pp licant impressions and the evaluation of those impressions if we intend
to understand how stereotypes affect personnel selection
decisions.

Statement of Problem
The purpose of this investigation is to determine if
the importance or evaluation of (as distinct from the mere
perception of) applicant attribut.es vary as a function of
the applicant's sex and/or th e job's sex orientation, and
if so do these differences bias selection decision outcomes?
It is hypothesized that applicant attribute information will
be differp.ntially evaluated or weighted as a function of the
applicant's sex and the job's sex orientation interaction.
It is also hypothesized that the selection decision outcomes
will also be differentially affected by this interaction
of factors.
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~1e th od

Overview
Subjects were asked to evaluate hypothetical applicants
and rate them on their suitability for selection.

Applicant

information was presented in the form of a profile of four
salient applicant requirements.

Subjects utilized these

applicant profile stimuli along with applicant sex information and job information in making their selection decisions.
Sub j e<:ll.
Subjects were 48 male employees of a large Midwestern
city .

Their ages ranged from 22 to 69 years with a mean of

44.6.

They were representatives of that city's various

operating sections (i.e. Health and Hospital Division,
Water Department, Assessor's Office, etc.).

All subjects

had experience in the decision making process involved in
the selection of new employees for their own operating
section.

These employees were r a ndomly

ass~~ ned

to one of

four experimental conditions.
Experiment Design
The design was a 2x2x49 Split Plot Factorial with
repeated measures on the last factor.

The design factors

were the sex of the hypothetical applicants being considered
22
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(ma l e /fema l e) and t he sex orientation of the position in
question (mal e/female ).

Subjects' su' tabil ' ty judgments

of the 49 hY90 t het i ca] n~~ licant profiles re9res ent the
r e~eated mea sur es .

Subject a signme n t to one of t he f Olr

ex pe r]~enta l cond't ' ons constituted a nest e d f actor.

St'mulus Prof'les
Forty-n i ne profiles, each descriptive of a hypothetical
job npp l i cant, were generated according to a procedure outlined by Dick'nson and Wijting (19 7 6 ).
fied by Cecil et al.

The factors identi-

(1973) were used to describe the salient

applicant attributes to be used in the selection decisions~
they were (a) mot i vation/ability,

(b) personality/appearance ,

(c) interpersonal relations and (d) skill/education.

In

order to produce realistic job applicant profiles it was
necessary to estimate the relationsh ips among these factors
as they would be manifest in a general applicant popUlation.
A panel of j udges each generated an estL~ated matrix of
correlations among the four applicant attributes or factors,
The median correlation among the fo~= factors was computed
based on the estimates of the nine judges.

In addition to

the 'ntercorrelation matrix, means and standard deviation
parameters had to be specified for the generat ion of applicant profile stimuli.

The mean was set at 5.0 and the stan-

dard deviation was set at 2.0 (st.an ine s).

This yielded

hypothetical. applicant attribute profile ratings ranging
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f rom one to nine.
Job-Sex Or ientation Manipulat ion
A one page description of the job activities required
for one of the two jobs was presented to th e sUbjects.

The

t wo jobs selected conform t o t he criteria e stablished by
Cohen and Bunker (1975, p. 567).
1.

The jobs had to connote sex role orientations.

The extent of that orientation was determined by the male to
female incumbent ratio for that job.
2.

The job h ud to be perceived as being of equal status

and responsibility.

Satisfaction of these criteria was accom-

plished by the purposeful "tailoring" of the job descriptions
to intimate an equality in status and responsibility.
3.

The position could not be blatantly sex oriented

because that could sensitize subjects to the purpose of this
study and s\IDsequent1y reduce variance i n the se1ectabi1ity
ratings.
As a precaution a pilot investigation was conducted to
insure that the perceived differential job sex connotation
did, in fact, exist.

A sample of 20 employees from this

Midwestern city were supplied with job descriptions of two
positions, Occupational Therapist and Systems Analyst, and
were asked to indicate which sex was more appropriate for
each of the two positions.

A significantX 2 (1) = 8.818,

p e.01, indicated the existence of a job sex stereot~e for
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these po itions .

Females were e valuate

as more appropriate

f or the pO!" ition of Occ upational Therap'st and males were
e valu ated as more appropriate f or the po s i t ion of Sys tems
Analyst.
Procedure
Each of the 48 subjects completed 49 hypothetical applicant ratings.

Each subject was provided a booklet containing

a job descriptio n, either Systems Analyst (male) or Occupational Therapist (female), and 49 hypothetical applicant pro files.

The sex of the hypothetical applicant was established

by ident i fying each hypothetical applicant profile with
either a masculine (e.g. Robert) or feminine (e.g. Mary)
name.

The scale points along the four applicant information

p rofile factor s were defined using a modified Behaviorally
Anchored Rating Scale (BARS) format.

The scale anchors

were defined in this manner in o rder to make th~ applicant
profile scores more meaningful to the raters (see Appendix A).

After all materials were distributed the following

instructions were read (see Appendix B).

After all raters

completed the rating task the following debriefing statement
was read (see Append ix C).
Analyses
The analyses of the data focus on both the outcome of
the raters' decisions and the process by wh'ch the i r decisions
were rendered.

The study of stereotype effects were investi-
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gated in both the ap l i can t s' s u "tabi l i t y r a ti ng s and i n t h e
r aters' ap

r

icant evaluat ion polic ies.

Analyses of dec i s ion

o u t comes addre ss t he qu estion are suitabi lit y ratings affect ed
b y the a _p l i cant 's sex, the job's sex orientat i on and the
hypothetical applicant in f ormation?

Analyses conc e rning the

decision process focus on the evaluation of app licant i nformation relative to overall applicant su i tability and whether
the evaluation of a p pl i cant information is d i fferentially
affected by the applicant's sex and the job's sex orientation.
Analyses of the data were performed in three stages.
Analysis in stage one pertains to a decision outcome, analyses in stages two and three p ertain to the decision process.
The first stage required the hypothetical applicant suitability ratings be sub mitted to a 2x2x49 analysis of var i ance
(ANOVA).

This was done to determine if the sex of the appli-

cant, tne job's sex orientation and the hypothetical applicant
information affected the hypothetical applicants' suitab i lity
ratings (i.e., an outcome focus) .

The second stage of anal-

ysis r~ired the hypothetical apnlicants' suitability
ratings be regressed on the hypothetical applicants' attribute
profiles.

Two different regression analyses were performed

on the data.

The first regression analysis required al l

r a ters' applicant suitability ratings be regressed on their
attribute informat i on scores.
across all 4 9 raters.

This regression was conducted

The resulting omnibus F provides a
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test of t he significance of the va r iance accounted fo r b y
the hypothetical a pp lic a nts ' attribute i nformation p r of i les
in the r a ting o f hypot hetical a pp licant select i on s uitab i lity.
In oth er word s, a s igni f icant F here i n dicates t hat the
raters d i d a s a group systematically use th e stimulus prof i l es to determine the suitability for hire of each applicant.

Univariate F tests on the betas f or e a ch of the four

attribute profile factors were then computed.

These univar-

iate F tests assessed the unique contribution of each factor
constituting the hypothetical applicant attribute information
profile in determining the hypothetical applicant suitability
ratings.

The s e cond regression analyses performed on the

data required each rater's hypothetical applicants suitability
ratings be regressed on the hypothetical applicants' attribute informat i on scores.

A separated regression analysis

was thus performed f or each of th e 48 raters.

Individual

rater regression analyses provided a subject by subject determination of the imp ortance of the factors constituting the
app licant s' attribute pro f ile.

The resulting standardized

beta weights for each factor computed for each rater's
series of ratings represented that rater's decision policy
and served as input data for the final stage of analysis.
A 2x2 analysis of variance (ANOVA) was then p erformed o n
the raters' decision policies, the betas obtained from the
previous analyses provide input to this ANOVA.

Thes e analyses
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were per fo rme d to determine if the im ortance of each of the
p ro f i le f-ctors was affected by the ~pplicant ' s sex, by the
job ' s sex orientation , or by their interaction .

Results
An a nal y s i s of v ar iance of appl ic an t suit a bi l ity
r ating s

( see T abl e 1) i nd i c ate d that applicant attribute

information was the o nly source that significantly affected
the app licant rat ings.

Table 1 also shows that the sex of

applicant, the sex orientation of the job and the applicant
sex by job sex orientation interaction were all nonsignificant.

Differences in the applicants' suitability ratings

were not a function of the applicant's sex, the job's sex
orientation or an interaction of these sources.

Differences

in applicant ratings could only be a ttributed to the applicants' own profile of attribute information, i.e. their
apparent qualifications.
T able 1
Analysis of Variance of App l icant Suitability Ratings

Source
Applicant Sex (A)
Sex of Job (B)
A x B
Error
Applicant Attribute
Information (e)
A x e
B x e
A x B x e
Error
Total
*** p<.OOl

df
1
1
1

F

.006
.105
.164

44
48
48
48
48

2112
2351
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209.494***
1.124
1.067
.992
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Reg ression of the a p p licants ' suitability ratings on
the a ?licant attribu te information prn fi le scores i nd i cated,
as one wo uld expect based on the analys's of var ia nce, that
applicant informat ion was h i ghly predict i ve nf a pplicant
suitability ratings F (4 ,2 347)

=

1653.1 , p <.OOl, R2

=

.74.

Analyses of the unstandardized regression coefficients to
determine the contribution of each of the applicant attribute fa c tors indicated that each factor significantly contributed to the overall prediction equation .

Table 2

shows the significance of each applicant factor to the
overall prediction equation when summed across the four
experimental conditions.

The standard ized beta weights

reported in Table 2 reflect the relative importance of
each factor in the prediction of the appl i cant's suitability rat i ng.

It can be seen that the order of factor impor-

t ance from mo st to least was motivation/abilit y, interpersonal relation s, skill/education and personality/
appearance.
A multivariate analyses of var i ance performed on the
raters' policies (i.e. their f our applicant attribute importance weight i ngs) with respect to the influence of the
applicant 's sex, the job's sex orientation and the interaction of those two sources indicated that two factors
approached significance.

The interaction of the a pplicant's

sex and t he job's sex orientation approached sign i ficance

1)

Tab ] e 2
Su , ar y of ApoU,c ant Att r ibute Information
Sourc e

df

Ov e rall Profile
mot'vat ion /
abilit y
persona1 i ty/
appe ara nce
interper sonal
re lations
s k ill/
educ at i o n
Resid ual
Total

F

£

bet a

4

653 . 1

.001

1

274.6

.001

.3)5

1

153.7

.001

.1 90

1

372 . 0

. 0 01

.301

1
234 7
2351

232.2

. 001

. 246

fo r the motiv ation/abilit y f actor F (1,44 ) = 3.21, p <. 08
and for the personality/appe ara n c e factor F (1,44 ) = 3 . 61 ,
p c .OG.

?lotting group me a ns graphically he l ped d e fi ne t he

directionality of t h e interact ion s .

The import an c e of the

app l i cants' mot i vation / ' i1ity score was g r eater f o r the
appl ic ant applying for th e position wh ich ,.,as ,-ansistant
w'th t he applicant ' s sex than for the app1 "cant a pplying
for the position \flhich \flas not consistant with his/her sex.
That is, the importance of the motivation/abil i ty scor e
was greater when t he male a pplicant was applying for t h e male
oriented posit i on and wh en t he female a pp licant was appl ying
f or the female o r ie nted pos ition than f or th e male appl icant
a plying for th e femal e oriented pos i t ion and the female
applying for the male or ' ented posit j on.
impor t a nce of

Conversely, the

he a pplicants ' pe " son aU ty/a ppea rance s core
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was greater for the applicant apply ing for the positio n
Which wa s inconsistant wi th the applicant's sex than f o r
the a ppl icant applying for the p osition Which was consistant
with the applicant's sex.

The lack of any significant design

effects for the interpersonal relations and skill/education
factors indicates that these factors were equally important
regardless of the sex of the applicant or the s ,' x orientation
of the position for which he or she is applying.

Table 3

summarizes the analyses conducted with the applicant attribute information factors.

Table 3
Summary of F Val u es of the Appl i cant
Attr i b ut e Information Betas
Source of
Var i ation
A.!>plicant Sex (A )
Sex of Job (B)
A x B
Error
Total

*P<.08
**P<.06

Df
1
1
1
44
47

Motivation!
Ability
F

3 . 01
.20
3.21*

Personality!
AImearance
F

. 72
.43
3.61* *

Interpersonal
Relations
F

2.90
1.29
.0]

Sk ill!
Education
F

. 53
.09
.00

Discussion
The primary hypothesis of this investigation that particular applicant attributes will vary in th e ir
as a functio n

0

im ~ortance

the i nteracti n of the a pplicant's sex and

the job's sex o rientat i on did receive margjnal sup ort.

The

secondary hypothesis that selection dec isions are influenced
by the interaction of the a~pl icant's sex and the job's sex
orientation was not supported.
the two profile factors, the

Additional °nformation on

j~portance

of which were

af f ected by the interaction of the applicant sex by job
sex orientation, and possible explanations for the lack of
support for the secondary hypothesis is provided.

Add i -

tOonally, overall rater's decision policies are discussed
on order to elaborate on the differential importance o f
applicant attribute information.
future

re~earch

Finally, im~lications for

in thiq area are noted.

Selection Decisio ns
The selection decisions of the raters did not demonstrate that male and f emale applicants with °dentical quaJifications were be i ng unfairly discriminated against, as one
would expect based on the weight of the literature reporting
the d ifferential treatment of male and female applicants.
34

5

Th e se r esu l ts. although not e x pected , ma y b~ in pa r t e x lained
by

(a l th e role that ste r eotype s ma y h a v e i n t h e f orma t·o n

of a ppl i c a n t

j~p r e s~ in ns and

(b ) an exp erime ntal man i pulation

p roblem .
Role o f stereotyPes.

Stereotypes in f luence personnel

decis ions most when little is known about an applicant's
potent i al, \"hile the effec ts of sex stereo t.ypes diminish as
more in f ormation about the worker is obtained (Terborg &
Ilgen, 1975) .

Kat z in Rosen and Jerdee (J975a ) suggests

that attitudes or stereotypes provide a framework for order
and clarity in a complex world.

As uncerta i nty in a situa-

tion occurs, information either from another source or in
the form of a personal stereotype is relied on by the perceiver in order to rel i eve that uncertainty.

Perhaps the

bias in the appl·cant employment suitability ratings Which
one would have expected as a result of sex role stereotypes
was suppressed by the mode of presentation of the applicant
informat ion.

Information in profile form presented about

each applicant with its accompanying B~ ~S descriptors and
job description may have prov·ded enough structure for the
raters so as to diminish the propensity to rely on stereotypes as to the relative employment value of men and women.
A line of research which represents a very analogous situatio n to the one above pertains to the reliability of int.erviewer ratings of applicants' suitability for employment
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given varying amount o f jnb

·n format ion .

It was foun d that

as the struct ure of th e position became more defi ned the
inte>:' -ra ter agreement of a p plicant suitability of emp l oyment
became

mo~e

consi s ta nt (Langdale & Weitz, 1973).

It seems

that just as intervjewers need a well defined job descrip tion, they also need a complete and

ac~'rate

portrayal of

applicant information if their selection decisions are
going to remain unaffected by

s~ereotype

Experimental manipulation.

bias.

A second explanation for

the apparent absense of sex bias in the employment suitability ratings stems from a possible weakness in the experimental manipulation.

The manipulation which is of concern

is that of the hypothetical applicants' sex.

The sex of

the hypothetical applicants was indicated by assigning each
hypothetical applicant a male name ( e .g. John) or female
name (e.g. Mary) which appeared in the upper right hand
corner of each appl i cant's profile rating form (see Appendix D).

Concern about

the efficacy of this manipulation

arose when several subjects related to the researche r thai.:
several hypothetical applicant names

o~ ch

as Pat, Jan

~nd

Bobby could ind i cate either male or female applicants,
thereby obscuring the sex of the hypothetical applicant.
Moreover, a few subjects a lso informed the researcher that
they had n o t been aware of the sex of the applicants they
had been evaluating.

They had failed to attend to the
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a!>pl ican t s ' n'311\es when r espond ing t o the ? r o fil es .

Cle"lr-

l y , t o the ext e nt sub jects werp not a ware o f the a pp lic a nts'
s e x, on e could not exp ect sex dif f erences in th e
ratings.

However, the

Stl

itability

arginally significant interaction

effec t of a pp licant sex by job sex orientation in two of
the four profile factors indicates that the applicant sex
manipulation did succeed to some extent.

The significant

interaction does indicate that the applicant sex manipulation
was

some~nat

effective, but the reaction of the raters also

indicates that a better method than the one utilized should
be used to establish the sex of the hypothetical applicants.
From a p ractical standpoint, in a selection interview situation when a

deci~ion

maker is confronted by an actual appli-

cant, the sex of that individual is typically quite evident!
In this case, dec i sions may exhibit substantial unfair job
discrimination which may have been lacking in the present
simulation of an interview situation.
Differentially Important Profile Information Factors
Analysis of the raters' decision policies indicated
t hat the r elative importance of the hypothetical applicant
profile factors of motivation/ability and personality/
appearance in determining applicants' employment suitability
was dependent on the interaction of the applicant's sex and
the job's sex orientation.

In the determination of overall

a pplicant emp loyment suitability the profile factors of
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moti v ation/~ility

and pe rsonality/ap . eara nce resulted in

differential app licant e val u ations.

a le and fem a le app li-

cant s with equivalent scale ratings or scores o n t he mot iva-

t ion/ability and per ona l ity/a ppearance factors a!)plying
for the same ma le or female sex oriented posit i on will not
have equivalent employment suitability evaluations.
The hypothetical data in Table 4 is intended to help
illustrate several important points in this investigation.
The dat a depicted in this table re!)resent the relationship
of the findings as they exist in the actual data.

This

tabular representation will aid the explanation of this
investigation's findings.

In the table it can be seen

that the mean sU1 t ability rating in each of the four experimental conditions are equal.

This equality of these mean

ratings is due to the counterbalancing of male and female
profile stimuli.

An ANOVA of these ratings would fail to

find any evidence of stereotype bias as was the case in this
study.

Stereotype bias may be evidenced however by the

comparison of suitability ratings of applicants displaying
equal a pplicant profile sc res (e.g. :.; ry and Boh).

These

individuals possess identical profiles, however, differences
in the imp ortance of the two profile factors results in
differential employmen t suitability ratings.
One may generate some rather interesting propositions
from these resu lts:

(a) To the extent that there is a nor-

Table 4
Representat ive Scale Scores and Suitabil i ty Ratings
Suitab ility Ratings

Scale Score
Hypothet i cal
Appl i cant
Name

Female

Male

Motivaticm/
Abi litv

Personality/
Appearance

Male
Job

Female
Job

Mar:,:
Sally
Jane
Phyllis

9
7
5
3

3
5
7
9

.4 (9 )+.6 (3 )-5 . 4
.4 ( 7)+ .6(5)=5.8
.4(5)+.617)-6 . 2
.4(3)+.619)=6.6
X=6.0

. 6(9)+ . 4 (3 ) .. 6 6
.6 ( 7)+ 4(5)-6.2
.6 ( 5)+.4 ( 7)=5 . 8
.6(3)+.4 (9 )-5 . 4
X-6 . 0

Bob
Same
Don
Ray

9
7
5
3

3
5
7
9

.6(9 )+ . 4 (3 )-6.6
.6(7)+.415 )=6.2
.6 ( 5)+.4 ( 7)=5 .8
.6(3)+.4(9 )=5.4
X=6.0

. 4(9 )+ .61 3)"5.4
.4 ( 7)+. 6( 5)-5 . 8
.4 (5)+.6(7)-6.2
.4 ( 3)+.6(91=6 .6
X=6.

- --
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mative expectation that men are motivated and competent
and that f emales are attractive and socio-emotional, these
expectations may work in favor of male and female applicants applying for a traditionally male-oriented position.
(b) Women, in order to gain entry to a male oriented position. must look their best.

For that matter. the most appro-

priate manner of self presentation will change for each of
the selection contexts.

The male applying for the male ori-

ented position should give careful consideration to portray
himself as the eager. motivated and competent type of individual.

This is also true for the female applying for the

female sex oriented position.

In terms of personality/

appearance. this applicant attribute takes on less importance in the determination of applicant employment suitability in these se ection contexts.

When a male applies for

a female oriented position and likewise when a female applicant applies for a male oriented position careful consideration should be given to making one's self appear attractive,
pleasant and capable of fitting in well to the work situation.

An applicant's attribute of motivation/ability takes

on a relatively less important role in this selection context (less important meaning that it does not contribute as
much to the employment suitability rating).

It would be

better to concentrate on physical appearance and appearing
to get along well with others than in trying to impress
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people with what you know i n this situa tion.

(c) If you

want to find an attractive, well adjust ed femal e try Wal '
Street (i.e. , good looks gets a femal e into this tradit'on ally male job market)!

If these results generali ze to th

gener al p opul.ation t hen a disproportionate numb e r of fema l
in tradit i onally male oriented positions should be , phy j _
cally attractive a nd have p leas a nt personali i es !
Historically, these app licant attribut e a real!! hav
been shown to b o th contribute heavily to interview r deci ions
and show the greatest evidence of validity (Ulri.ch & Trumb ,
1965).

The point is that in the overall determina ion of

applicant employment suitability, the applic a nt attr ibutes
of motivation/ability and personality/appearance are important because they account for a sign ifican t portion of the
variance in employment

uitability ratings .

is t hat tha importance h'ls been

Th

hown h re tr. be

proble m now
oderated

by the interaction of the a pplicant s ex a nd t he j ob sex
stereotype.
Applicant Information Recommendations
From the analyses o f the ove rall raters ' decision policies, it can b e said that male and female app l i c a nts with
equivalent evaluat ions of

he four applica nt attributes--

motivation/abi lity , per o na lit y/appea ran c e, interpersonal
relat ions a nd skill/ed Ica i n- - wil l not have eqt1ivalent
ratings i n terms

f th ir emp ]o:.'men t suitability.

With
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respect t o the two ap l ica n t a ttribut e s o f

' nt er pe r s o n al

r e l a t ion s and sk ill /education , t he Unpo r t anc e of t h ese fac to rs rema i ns basicall y c o nstan t ac r oss s e l e c tio n contexts .
Th i s wa s i nd i cated by t he lack of an y s ign ifican t a ppl i can t
sex and job sex or i enta tion e ffe cts i n t he i r Unportance
\-leightings.

From a p ractical po int of v i ew, male and f emale

a pplicants with comparable i nterpersonal relations and
ski l/educat i on attribute rat i ng scores should be judged
as having equivalent employment su i tability rating s, regardless o f the job sex orientat i on.

It was found that the

importance of the applicant attribute factors o f motivation/
ability and personality/ appearance was affected by the interaction of the applicant sex and the job sex orientat i on of
the position.

When male and female applicants apply for

positions which are consistant with their sex roles the
applicant attribute f actor of motivation/ab i l i t y is of relatively greater importance than that of personality/appearance i n determining judged employment su i tability .
it is especiall y i nteres t i ng t o

n~~ e ,

However,

s i nce there has been

a movement to bring women into tradit i onally male or i ented
pro fe ssions, that the relative Unportance of the personality/
appearance factor is greater than the motivation/ability
factor when evaluating the employment su i tability of females
for a male oriented position.

This ind i cat es that

inter-

v i ewers may t end t o believe i t

i s more Unportant for
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femnles t o b
oriented

attract ive and able to adjust. to the male

osition than it i s to h e motivated or

com~e tent.

This po int is als o tru e of the male applying for the traditionally female o r iented p osition.

Although these st ate-

ments are based on marginally significant findings th e hypothetical nature o f the task

~robably

represents a conserva-

tive estimate of the magnitude of the effect as it exists
in an actual selection situation.
Implications
Selection decisions have been characterized as the end
~roduct

of a two step process, the compilation of applicant

information and the evaluation of that information.

Study-

ing selection decisions via this process model was proposed
in order to gain a better understanding of how stereotypes
affect that process.

The literature in the past has not

been directed toward a process understanding nf the stereotype effect in personnel decision.

The focus of this study

has been on the second phas e of this proces s model, the
I mpression Evaluation (IE )

~hase.

Stereotypes held by the

raters of app licant sex and t h e job sex orientation did not
adversely affect the applicant suitability ratings.

However,

these stereotypes did affect the importance weighting of the
four applicant attribute factors.

This demonstrated that

stereotypes did indeed affect employment decisions via the
applicant evaluation phase of our process model of personne l
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decisions .
This i n v es tigation d emons trated that s t ereotype s did
affe ct d ec isions through t he eva luation o f a pplicant informat i on.

This wa s t. rue for male interviewers.

I n t he evalua-

t.ion of a pp l i cant in fo rmation will f emale in'terviewers
exhibit the same bias?

If so, will these biases manifest

t hems elve s in the s ame d i f ferentiation in importance of
the applicant attribute factors?

Will the magnitude of

imp ortance of the app licant information be the same for male
and female interviewers?

In an investigation of the per-

ception of applicant attributes, will equivalent applicant
credentials be perceived to be equivalent?

Will the sub-

jectivity of applicant information increase the effect of
stereotypes thereby altering the perceptions of a p plicant
q ualifica ions?
In this stud y we were

int e~ ~ sted

in investigating

the effects of stereotypes on the emp loyment s u itability
ratings o f equivalent hypothetical a p plicants.

Our fin d ings

were that the applicants' employment suitability ratings
were affected by the evaluation of the a p plicants' profile
f actor scores.

Dif f erences in tile importance o f the at.tri -

bute f actors were related to the interaction of the applicant's sex and the job's sex orientation.

If in reality

male and females are not "perceived" to be equivalent then
our findings ma y 'lave a totally different intqrp retation.
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If ~liva lent a~plicant informa t ion factor scores are not

~erceived to be equ ivalent in the real world sense t he n
find i ngs may take on some other mea ning"

hes e

Unfortunatel y t his

i ss ue is n ot a dd ressed i n t his invest Ogation but it d o e s

~lay a sign ificant rol e in the study of s te reotype effect
in the personnel decision p roc e ss.
The questions could go on, what has hopefully been
demonstrated is that the decisio n process model does provide
a series of research questions that when answered aid in
our understanding of how stereotypes affect the personnel
decision process.

The findings of this study are en cou r-

aging for two reasons:

(a) they define a link between th e

evaluation of applicant information and a personnel decision
which was biased by the interaction of the applicant 's sex
and the job 's sex orientation and (b) they show that it is
possib le to inves t igate the vario us stages of the decision
process .

Both of th ese po"nts are sign i fic3nt in that they

point to the ut"lity of the p rocess mod el p r oposed and the
need for further research to more fully comprehend t he nature
of sex b ias in t e personneL d ec ision process.

Appendix A
APPLICAm.' ATTRmtrl'E DESCRIPTIONS

MOTrvATION/ABILrrY

Job applicants must be self motivated

and have the ability to think clearly under stressful conditions.
Representative behaviors associated to the applicant ratings
of the MOTrvATION/ABILrrY attribute.
An applicant rating of "9" would indicate that

this applicant could be expected to have a detailed
9

plan for future advancement.

•

also be found working days off.

•

alao be very ego involved when working.

•

This individual might
This person might

An applicant rating of "5" would indicate that

•

this applicant could be expected to have prepared

•

a neatly typed resume and arrive early for the

5

interview.

•

continue his or her education.

•

may admit to being the 8:00 a.m. tr. 5:00 p.m. type

This person might also have plans to
This individual

of employee.
•

An applicant rating of "1" would indicate that

•

this applicant could be expected to arrive late

1

for the interview.

This person might also be the

type to finish a four year degree program in six
years.
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Appendix A (con.)
PERSONALITY!APPEARANCE

Job applicants must present a reason-

able personal appearance; possess a voice of pleasing quality. strength. and clarity; and be "lively" ar.d responsive.
Job applicants must show no unusual lack of poise.

Representative behaviors associated to the applicant ratings
of the PERSONALITY!APPEARANCE attribute.
An applicant rating of "9" would indicate

that this applicant could be expected to appear
9

very self assured but very aware of personal

•

strengths and weaknesses.

•

An applicant rating of "5" would indicate

•

that this applicant could be expected to wear a

•

set of clean clothing and speak in a clear distinc-

5

tive tone t

•

remain canposed if confronted

•

explanation.

interviewers.

This person would also
wit~

sane need for

An applicant rating of "1" would indicate
•

that this applicant could be expected to cane to

•

the interview improperly dressed and have a dis-

•

tinct body odor.

1

cant could be expected to mumble responses and

During the interview the appli-

becane hostile if questioned about inconsistencies
in application information.
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Appendix A (con.)
INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

Job applicants must be "listeners"

who are tolerant of other people with differing views.

Hel

She must also have the ability to accept criticism.
Representative behaviors associated to the applicant ratings
of the INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS attribute.
An applicant rating of "9" would indicate

that this applicant could be expected to develop
9

an empathetic relationship with the interviewers.

•

Additionally, this person would be very tolerant

•

of difforing opinions expressed by the interviewers.
An applicant rating of "5" would indicate

•

that this applicant could be expected to be the

5

type of individual who would "chip" in a buck

•

for someon ' s retirement gift.

•

also tend to be friendly.

This person would

An applicant rating of "1" would indicate
•

that this applicant could be expected to be uncoop-

•

erative or inattentive during the interview session.

•

If this person were confronted with questions about

1

his or her qualifications this person might storm
out of the interview.

This person might be very

self-effacing and shy if in the company of strangers.
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Appendix A (con . )
SKILL/EDUCATION

Job applicants must be knowledgeable of

correct supervisory practices.

He/She must also possess

adequate computational skills.
Representative behaviors associated to the applicant ratings
of the SKrLL/EDUCATION attribute.
An applicant rating of "9" would indicate
that this applicant could be expected to have a
9

good work background and could give an

•

accounting for those duties and responsibilities.

•

This person could be expected to have completed a

•

Master' s degree in an area related directly to

•

this profession.

•

in~epth

An applicant rating of "5" would indicate

•

that this app i cant could be expected to have some

5

related job experience of some supervLBory exper-

•

ience.

•

supplementary job training.

•

This person would be expected to need some

An applicant rating of "1" would indicate

•

that this applicant could be expected to either

1

have no experience at this type of position or if
questioned about that experience becomes very
evasive.

Appendix B
Before we begin I would like to thank all of you for
participating in this project.

We have asked you together

to help determine the critical requirements which are sought
in a job applicant.
Researchers from the University of Missouri at Columbia's
business school have found that there are four areas which
are frequently of particular interest when evaluating a job
applicant.

They are the applicant's attribute. of motivation/

ability, personality/appearance, interpersonal relations and
sldll/education.
The question which we have sought to answer asks how
important are these attributes when it comes to making a
selection decision.

We are interested in the extent to which

these attributes both in ividually and in combination affect
the decision made in a selection situation.
We are asking you to make some decision. regarding the
employment suitability of 49 hypothetical job applicants.
These hypothetical applicants possess varying degrees of
these four important attributes.

Some of these individuals

possess a very favorable rating on all attribute. and others
possess very unfavorable ratings.

A majority of the appli-

cants, however, fall in the range between the two extremes,
much like they do in reLlity.

Each applicant' 8 attribute

ratings or profile will be represented on a sheet identical
50
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Appendix B (con.)
to this enlargement.

You'll notice how each attribute is

presented as a pictoral display of that applicant's rating.
Your task will be to evaluate each applicant's suitability
for selection and indicate your decision on the rating scale
at the bottom of each hypothetical applicant's profile rating
sheet.

To assist you in your decisions we have prepared

descriptions of each of the four attributes.

We have defined

in terms of actual applicant behavior three of the rating
points for each of the four

appl~cant

attributes.

To further

aid you in this task we have prepared a job description for
the position Which your sample of applicants have applied.
Because the information Which is presented is so much an
tmportant part of the project we ask you to carefully look
at each attribut

rating profile and try to think of What

a person might be like if that person
like those as a profile.

w~re

to have ratings

Based on your evaluation of the

applicant and the job for Which these applicants are applying,
would you assess each applicant's suitability for selection.
It is hoped through our analysis to determine how each of you
use this information in making a selection decision.

Based

on a previous study it was determined that the optimal assessment time per applicant was 20 seconds and the Whole task
should take no longer than 25 minutes.
be helpful.

First,

exam~le

These steps should

each of the attribute desc riptions
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Appendix B (con.)
and the accompanying scale anchors.

Second, read and study

the job description enclosed under the front cover of the
rating booklet, and then proceed to rate each of the 49
hypothetical applicants as to their suitability for selection.
Again, be sure to base this selection decision on the applicant attribute information present ed in each profile.

Appendix C
It has been found that interviewers frequently evaluate
the same applicant information quite differently depending
on the applicant's sex.

usually a female applicant with

male equivalent qualifications will be evaluated less favorably than her male counterpart.

Additionally, jobs
, them-

selves have been shown to have a sex role connotation which
may have an adverse affect on the selection of females applying for position9 which have been traditionally held by men
and on males applying for traditionally female jobs.

This

investigation goes beyond the question of sex discrtmination
against females and addresses the problem which has applicants
of both sexes being systematically excluded fram positions
which would be inconsistant with their sex roles, such as
the female bricklayer or the male nurse.

This investigation

wili help datermine the extent to which male

a~~

type bias enters into these selection decisions.

female stereoOur approach

has been to have each of you evaluate either male or female
hypothetical applicants for either a traditionally male or
female sex oriented position.

Analyses of these data should

help clarify how applicant attribute information, the sex
of the applicant and job information are used in the selection
decision process.
This project is a part of a continuing effort by the
Research and Development section of the Department of Per53
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C (con.)

sonnel to carefu l ly examine what is being done in its selection processes.

This project is being conducted to help

insure that our selection decisions are made in accordance
with Merit System principles and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission Selection Guidelines.

We wish to re-empha-

size that we are interested in a real i stic problem that may
manifest itself in all interviewers and we hope that these
data may provide some suggestions to lessen the effects of
sex bias in selection decisions.

Appendix D
ORAL BOARD
HYPOTHETICAL APPLICANT # 1

(Applicant Name)
REFER TO ATTACHED SHEET FOR DESCRIPTION OF APPLICANT ATTRIBUTES

Very
Low

Low

APPLICANT ATTRIBUTE

1

2

3

Averaqe
4
5
6

Hiqh
7
8

MOT IVAT ION/

Very
Hiqh
9

8

ABILrry
PERSONALrry/
APPEARANCE

6

Ilfl'ERPERSONAL
RELATIONS

6

SKILL/
EDUCATION

8

Based on the above hypothetical applicant profile, please
circle your ratinq of OVERALL APPLICANT SUrrABILrrY FOR SELECTION usinq the followinq scale:
Hiqhly
unsuitable
would not hire

o

10

20

30

Moderately
Suitable
Sox. chance
40
SO
60
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70

80

Hiqhly
Suitable
would hire
90
100
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